
If Travis… you… 
Scores a point Take a drink for each point scored. 1 for a free throw, 2 for a field 

goal, and 3 for a 3-pointer 

Gets a Technical Foul 1. Take ten (10) drinks 
2. Punch your neighbor 
3. Give ten (10) drinks to your neighbor (or the whole room) 

Posterizes another player Give five (5) drinks to the room. If you re-enact the play, give 15. 

Achieves a career high in points Give out drinks to the room equaling Travis’ point total. 

 
 
 
 
 

Makes a HUSTLE PLAY 
e.g. takes a charge, flops, drops, dives, or scrambles 

Give out three (3) drinks to anyone in the room. Feel free to slap 
the floor with two hands before delivering. 

Universal team rules EVERYONE… 
3-Point Rule Throw up the 3-goggles (hold up three fingers in the “a-ok” formation and putting the circle over your eye). The LAST player to 

do it has to drink five (5). 

Frustration Time-Out Rule If the other team calls a timeout in frustration after a big KU run or exciting play, find a partner and do a jumping back-bump. Or 
invent your own “back to the huddle” celebration and tweet it to @FakeJoeDooley and I will post it. 

Doom$day Rule If Doom$day is pictured on your television screen at any time take two (2) drinks and cover your girlfriend’s eyes because she’s 
probably thinking bad thoughts. 

Pizza Commercial Rule If your television shows a pizza commercial, take one (1) drink and order another pizza. No pizza days off. 

Reserve Player Rules EVERYONE… 
The Kevin Young Rule: Kevin Young is a lot like Mario when he gets a star because he runs around all crazy.  When Kevin Young enters the game, 

everyone drink 4 because it’s about to get wild. 

The Bench Holdback Rule: If the bench players are shown holding out their arms to prevent the rest of the players from jumping on the court, stretch your 
arms out and prevent your neighbor from jumping into your TV and drink two (2).  Send me your best holdback pictures. 

 Coach’s son rule: If Tyler Self, Evan Manning, or Niko Roberts score, the first one to yell “coach’s son!” gives out 5 drinks. 



If Jeff… you… 
Scores a point Take a drink for each point scored. 1 for a free throw, 2 for a field 

goal, and 3 for a 3-pointer. 

Gets a Technical Foul 1. Take ten (10) drinks 
2. Punch your neighbor 
3. Give ten (10) drinks to your neighbor (or the whole room) 

Posterizes another player Give five (5) drinks to the room. If you re-enact the play, give 15. 

Achieves a career high in points Give out drinks to the room equaling Jeff’s point total. 

 
 
 
 
 

Blocks a Shot 
 

Give out three (3) drinks. Feel free to rub it in by giving the 
recipient the Dikembe Mutombo finger wag. 

Universal team rules EVERYONE… 
3-Point Rule Throw up the 3-goggles (hold up three fingers in the “a-ok” formation and putting the circle over your eye). The LAST player to 

do it has to drink five (5). 

Frustration Time-Out Rule If the other team calls a timeout in frustration after a big KU run or exciting play, find a partner and do a jumping back-bump. Or 
invent your own “back to the huddle” celebration and tweet it to @FakeJoeDooley and I will post it. 

Doom$day Rule If Doom$day is pictured on your television screen at any time take two (2) drinks and cover your girlfriend’s eyes because she’s 
probably thinking bad thoughts. 

Pizza Commercial Rule If your television shows a pizza commercial, take one (1) drink and order another pizza. No pizza days off. 

Reserve Player Rules EVERYONE… 
The Kevin Young Rule: Kevin Young is a lot like Mario when he gets a star because he runs around all crazy.  When Kevin Young enters the game, 

everyone drink 4 because it’s about to get wild. 

The Bench Holdback Rule: If the bench players are shown holding out their arms to prevent the rest of the players from jumping on the court, stretch your 
arms out and prevent your neighbor from jumping into your TV and drink two (2).  Send me your best holdback pictures. 

 Coach’s son rule: If Tyler Self, Evan Manning, or Niko Roberts score, the first one to yell “coach’s son!” gives out 5 drinks. 



If Elijah… you… 
Scores a point Take a drink for each point scored. 1 for a free throw, 2 for a field 

goal, and 3 for a 3-pointer (see Super Power below). 

Gets a Technical Foul 1. Take ten (10) drinks 
2. Punch your neighbor 
3. Give ten (10) drinks (to your neighbor or the whole room) 

Posterizes another player Give five (5) drinks to the room. If you re-enact the play, give 15. 

Achieves a career high in points Give out drinks to the room equaling Elijah’s point total. 

 
 
 
 
 

Attempts a 3-Pointer 
  

Give out two (2) drinks. If he makes the 3-pointer, give out five (5) 
drinks. 

Universal team rules EVERYONE… 
3-Point Rule Throw up the 3-goggles (hold up three fingers in the “a-ok” formation and putting the circle over your eye). The LAST player to 

do it has to drink five (5). 

Frustration Time-Out Rule If the other team calls a timeout in frustration after a big KU run or exciting play, find a partner and do a jumping back-bump. Or 
invent your own “back to the huddle” celebration and tweet it to @FakeJoeDooley and I will post it. 

Doom$day Rule If Doom$day is pictured on your television screen at any time take two (2) drinks and cover your girlfriend’s eyes because she’s 
probably thinking bad thoughts. 

Pizza Commercial Rule If your television shows a pizza commercial, take one (1) drink and order another pizza. No pizza days off. 

Reserve Player Rules EVERYONE… 
The Kevin Young Rule: Kevin Young is a lot like Mario when he gets a star because he runs around all crazy.  When Kevin Young enters the game, 

everyone drink 4 because it’s about to get wild. 

The Bench Holdback Rule: If the bench players are shown holding out their arms to prevent the rest of the players from jumping on the court, stretch your 
arms out and prevent your neighbor from jumping into your TV and drink two (2).  Send me your best holdback pictures. 

 Coach’s son rule: If Tyler Self, Evan Manning, or Niko Roberts score, the first one to yell “coach’s son!” gives out 5 drinks. 



If Ben… you… 
Scores a point Take a drink for each point scored. 1 for a free throw, 2 for a field 

goal, and 3 for a 3-pointer. 

Gets a Technical Foul 1. Take ten (10) drinks 
2. Punch your neighbor 
3. Give ten (10) drinks (to your neighbor or the whole room) 

Posterizes another player Give five (5) drinks to the room. If you re-enact the play, give 15. 

Achieves a career high in points Give out drinks to the room equaling Ben’s point total. 

 
 
 
 
 

Gets an Offensive Rebound 
  

Give out two (2) drinks. If he does a put back dunk off that 
rebound, give out five (5) drinks. 

Universal team rules EVERYONE… 
3-Point Rule Throw up the 3-goggles (hold up three fingers in the “a-ok” formation and putting the circle over your eye). The LAST player to 

do it has to drink five (5). 

Frustration Time-Out Rule If the other team calls a timeout in frustration after a big KU run or exciting play, find a partner and do a jumping back-bump. Or 
invent your own “back to the huddle” celebration and tweet it to @FakeJoeDooley and I will post it. 

Doom$day Rule If Doom$day is pictured on your television screen at any time take two (2) drinks and cover your girlfriend’s eyes because she’s 
probably thinking bad thoughts. 

Pizza Commercial Rule If your television shows a pizza commercial, take one (1) drink and order another pizza. No pizza days off. 

Reserve Player Rules EVERYONE… 
The Kevin Young Rule: Kevin Young is a lot like Mario when he gets a star because he runs around all crazy.  When Kevin Young enters the game, 

everyone drink 4 because it’s about to get wild. 

The Bench Holdback Rule: If the bench players are shown holding out their arms to prevent the rest of the players from jumping on the court, stretch your 
arms out and prevent your neighbor from jumping into your TV and drink two (2).  Send me your best holdback pictures. 

 Coach’s son rule: If Tyler Self, Evan Manning, or Niko Roberts score, the first one to yell “coach’s son!” gives out 5 drinks. 



If Perry… you… 
Scores a point Take a drink for each point scored. 1 for a free throw, 2 for a field goal, 

and 3 for a 3-pointer. 

Gets a Technical Foul 1. Take ten (10) drinks 
2. Punch your neighbor 
3. Give ten (10) drinks (to your neighbor or the whole room) 
4. Go to your shelter because the world is ending 

Posterizes another player Give five (5) drinks to the room. If you re-enact the play, give 15. 

Achieves a career high in points Give out drinks to the room equaling Perry’s point total. 

 
 
 
 
 

Aggressive Meter 
  

Give out the # of drinks corresponding to Perry’s aggressiveness in the 
paint: 
1. Fruit Fly – Simple, easy lay-up around the basket 
2. Rabbit – Tough lay-up or dunk with minimal rim contact 
3. Bulldog – Strong lay-up or dunk with spin move or power dribble 
4. Lion – Powerful dunk with some rim hanging 
5. Sasquatch – Thunder dunk or alley-oop dunk 

Universal team rules EVERYONE… 
3-Point Rule Throw up the 3-goggles (hold up three fingers in the “a-ok” formation and putting the circle over your eye). The LAST player to 

do it has to drink five (5). 

Frustration Time-Out Rule If the other team calls a timeout in frustration after a big KU run or exciting play, find a partner and do a jumping back-bump. Or 
invent your own “back to the huddle” celebration and tweet it to @FakeJoeDooley and I will post it. 

Doom$day Rule If Doom$day is pictured on your television screen at any time take two (2) drinks and cover your girlfriend’s eyes because she’s 
probably thinking bad thoughts. 

Pizza Commercial Rule If your television shows a pizza commercial, take one (1) drink and order another pizza. No pizza days off. 

Reserve Player Rules EVERYONE… 
The Kevin Young Rule: Kevin Young is a lot like Mario when he gets a star because he runs around all crazy.  When Kevin Young enters the game, 

everyone drink 4 because it’s about to get wild. 

The Bench Holdback Rule: If the bench players are shown holding out their arms to prevent the rest of the players from jumping on the court, stretch your 
arms out and prevent your neighbor from jumping into your TV and drink two (2).  Send me your best holdback pictures. 

 Coach’s son rule: If Tyler Self, Evan Manning, or Niko Roberts score, the first one to yell “coach’s son!” gives out 5 drinks. 


